Abstract -Detecting support-reducing bound sets is an important step in Boolean decomposition. It affects both the quality and the runtime of several applications in technology mapping and re-synthesis. This paper presents an efficient heuristic method for detecting support-reducing bound sets using two-cofactor symmetries. Experiments on the MCNC and ITC benchmarks show an average 40x speedup over the published exhaustive method for bound set construction.
INTRODUCTION
Constructive synthesis [1] [2] [3] [4] is a technique combining Boolean decomposition and technology mapping during logic synthesis so as to achieve better quality of synthesized circuits. Kravets et al [3] used symmetry as the functional property to restrict the decomposition functions to a small library of pre-characterized symmetric primitives, while achieving support-reduction in the composition function. In their notion of symmetry, functions stay invariant under swapping of pairs or groups of variables. These are first-and higher-order classical symmetries.
This work was later extended by [1] . One of the extensions concerns the exhaustive computation of all support-reducing bound sets, that is, all groups of variables that can lead to the decomposition resulting in the reduction of a function's support. This method is quite efficient because it does not explicitly enumerate through all bound sets. Instead, it creates all bound sets implicitly and uses a cache to avoid repeated computations. Detailed profiling of the decomposition system has shown that the exhaustive bound set detection is the most time-consuming task in the flow.
In this paper, we propose an improvement to the decomposition-mapping flow of [1] by making use of functional properties. A key observation is there is a tight relationship between support-reducing bound sets and the two-cofactor symmetries between the variables in these bound sets. We propose heuristics to identify the variables with twocofactor symmetries as potential support-reducing bound set candidates. Experimental results show that the proposed heuristics can detect over 80% of all support-reducing bound sets, while achieving a 40x runtime reduction compared to the exhaustive method.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce background information in Section 2. Section 3 gives a theoretical motivation for the proposed heuristics.
Experimental results are listed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
BACKGROUND
In this paper, we use completely specified Boolean functions and Boolean variables.
The support of f, supp(f), is the set of variables X that f depends on. The support size is denoted by |X|.
A cofactor of a function f(..., x i , ..., x j , ...) with respect to (w.r.t.) variables x i and x j , is the function derived from f by substituting x i and x j with specific values. For example, the cofactor of f w.r.t. x i = 0 and x j = 0, is the function f[x i ← 0, x j ← 0], which is denoted by f 00 .
Support-reducing Decomposition
For a function f and a subset of its support X 1 , the set of distinct cofactors, q 1 (X), q 2 (X), …, q µ (X), of f w.r.t. X 1 is derived by substituting all assignments of X 1 into f(X) and eliminating duplicated functions. The number of distinct cofactors, µ, is the column multiplicity of f w.r.t. X 1 .
Given a partition of X into two disjoint subsets, X 1 and X 2 , the Ashenhurst-Curtis decomposition of f(X) is:
f(X) = h (g 1 (X 1 ), g 2 (X 1 ),…, g k (X 1 ), X 2 ). Subsets X 1 and X 2 are called the bound set and the free set, respectively. Functions g i (X 1 ), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, are the decomposition functions. Function h(G, X 2 ) is the composition function. The bound set X 1 leads to an n-to-k support-reducing decomposition if k satisfies [log 2 µ] ≤ k < n, where n = |X 1 | [5, 6] .
In this paper, we are only interested in finding supportreducing bound sets involving three, four and five variables because they are the ones most often used in functional decomposition and technology mapping. Bound sets with more variables can be similarly derived using the proposed heuristics. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the AshenhurstCurtis decomposition for function f with a 4-to-2 supportreducing decomposition function g. We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic terminology of Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) [7] . When BDDs are used to represent a Boolean function f(X), the cofactors of f w.r.t. X 1 are the nodes in the BDD of f that have incoming edges from the nodes located above the cut separating X 1 from X 2 , assuming the variables in X 1 are above those in X 2 in the variable order [8, 9] .
Example 1. Figure 2 shows the upper part of the BDD for some function f(X) and the decomposition pattern for bound set X 1 = {x, y, z}. Since there are four unique cofactors c 0 , c 1 , c 2 and c 3 , k = [log 2 4] = 2, and n = |X 1 | = 3, it follows that X 1 is a 3-to-2 support-reducing bound set. The decomposition pattern is derived by labeling each equivalence class of cofactors with a unique number starting from zero. To assure that the representation of decomposition patterns is canonical, we require that the integer derived by putting together all the numbers in the natural order of cofactors is minimum. The canonical representation of the decomposition pattern in Figure 2 is "00123333". For a pair of variables x i and x j , there are four cofactors: f 00 , f 01 , f 10 , and f 11 . The above notion of symmetry can be expressed as f 01 = f 10 , or equivalently, f 01 ⊕ f 10 = 0. This symmetry is also called the non-skew non-equivalent symmetry, denoted by x i NEx j . Non-skew equivalent symmetry, denoted by x i Ex j , exists when f 00 ⊕ f 11 = 0. This is a generalization where if the two variables are swapped, they must also be negated for the function to be preserved. Skew symmetry exists when two cofactors are complemented rather than equivalent to each other. For example, a Boolean function with skew equivalent symmetry is such that f 00 ⊕ f 11 = 1. Taken together, all of the above symmetries are called classical symmetries [10] .
For any two variables in a Boolean function, there are six possible cofactor pairs. Single variable symmetries [10] are defined when the function has equivalent (non-skew symmetry) or complement (skew symmetry) relationships of the other four cofactor pairs, not included in classical symmetries. For example, f 00 = f 01 is a non-skew relationship that means the negative cofactor of f w.r.t variable x i does not depend on x j .
Both classical and single variable symmetries involve equivalent or complement relationships of two cofactors. We use the term two-cofactor symmetry to include all classical and single variable symmetry. Table 1 summarizes the functional invariance, cofactor relationships and symbols of all two-cofactor symmetries. 
Classical symmetries are very common and have many applications, such as logic synthesis [11] , Boolean matching [12] and BDD minimization [13] . Single variable symmetries, on the other hand, are rarely used. Table 2 gives the number of non-skew (NS) and skew (S) classical and single variable symmetries in a randomly selected group of MCNC benchmark functions. It is clear that there are many more nonskew single variable symmetries than non-skew classical symmetries. It is therefore, more beneficial to also consider single variable symmetries rather than just classical symmetries as in [3] when looking for support-reducing bound sets. Name  NS  S  NS  S  9symml  36  0  0  0  alu2  7  1  15  6  alu4  11  1  31  6  apex6  408  16  2540  29  b1  5  3  0  4  b9  81  8  464  9  c8  114  16  343  25  cc  44  3  166  6  f51m  5  9  4  67  frg1  7  3  101  4  i1  103  14  268  18  pm1  85  1  255  2  k2  559  0  4191  0  rot  540  93  5216  99  t481  8  0  16  0  term1  70  2  510  0  too_large  20  0  482  0  x1  300  6  1696  7  z4ml  22  5  0  52   Total  2425  181  16298  334 
DETECTING SUPPORT-REDUCING BOUND SETS
The presence of non-skew two-cofactor symmetries in a Boolean function results in functionally equivalent cofactors, thereby reducing the number of cofactors. It is intuitive that the variables with non-skew two-cofactor symmetries, when grouped with other variables, may lead to support-reducing bound sets.
Example 2. In Figure 3(a) , variables x and y have symmetry T 1 , which means f 01 = f 10 (the equivalence is indicated with the shaded nodes). As a result, there are 3 distinct cofactors w.r.t. x and y, i.e. column multiplicity µ = 3. Variables x and y are not support-reducing because k = [log 2 3] = 2 and n = |{x, y}| = 2. In Figure 3(b) , on the other hand, variables x and y have two symmetries, T 1 and T 3 . This reduces the number of distinct cofactors to 2, which leads to a 2-to-1 support-reducing decomposition with k = [log 2 2] = 1. Example 2 shows that the existence of one two-cofactor symmetry is not a sufficient condition for the bound set to be support-reducing. However, the existence of multiple symmetries can be used as a heuristic to quickly identify support-reducing bound set candidates, thereby reducing the search space and runtime.
Another way of looking at the relationship between support-reducing bound sets and non-skew two-cofactor symmetries is to study how common these symmetries are in the existing support-reducing bound sets. To this end, we generated 3-to-1, 3-to-2, 4-to-1, 4-to-2 and 4-to-3 decomposition patterns using several arbitrarily chosen MCNC benchmarks: frg2, des, alu4, and rot, as shown in Table 3 . The total number of these patterns is given in column 2 of Table 3 . There is a lot of duplications among these patterns. The number of unique patterns is given in Column 3. For each of these patterns, we check whether the variables have nonskew two-cofactor symmetries. Column 4 gives the number of patterns which contain symmetries; Column 5 gives the percentage of the unique decomposition patterns with symmetries. Table 3 demonstrates that the majority of the decomposition patterns in the selected benchmark functions contains non-skew two-cofactor symmetries, and therefore they could potentially be identified using these symmetries. The percentage in Table 3 is derived based on unique decomposition patterns. However, in actual circuits, typical decomposition patterns appear more than once, as witnessed by Table 3 . Therefore, the heuristics based on symmetries can detect a higher percentage of support-reducing bound sets than shown in Table 3 . This conjecture is confirmed by the experimental results.
Example 3. Figures 4 and 5 show two 3-to-2 decomposition patterns, respectively. P 1 has no non-skew two-cofactor symmetry, while P 2 has two-cofactor symmetries T 1 and T 3 . Using the same encoding of cofactors, the decomposition functions g 1 and g 2 for P 2 are noticeably simpler than those of P 1 . Example 3 demonstrates that the decomposition patterns without symmetries can be more complex. This is important because even though they are detected using a more expensive, exhaustive method, it is unlikely that they will lead to a decomposition that is better than the one afforded by simpler patterns. It appears reasonable to consider only support-reducing bound sets with simple decomposition patterns, because they can be quickly detected using heuristic filters based on non-skew two-cofactor symmetries.
The following theorems lay the foundation of the heuristics used in this paper. Theorem 1 [14] . If variables x and y in a Boolean function f have two types of two-cofactor symmetries (double symmetries), then variables x and y form a 2-to-1 supportreducing bound set.
Theorem 2. If X 1 is an n-to-k support-reducing bound set, then adding another variable to X 1 will form an (n+1)-tom support-reducing bound set, where m ≤ k + 1.
Theorem 2 is straightforward. Figure 6 illustrates the case for a 2-to-1 support-reducing bound set {x, y}. Adding another variable z to this bound set always results in a 3-to-2 bound set. If the variable pairs {x, z} or {y, z} have symmetries, then the bound set {x, y, z} can potentially be 3-to-1 support-reducing. There is an alternative efficient method to compute n-to-1 support-reducing bound sets by using BDD-based disjoint support decomposition [15] . However, this method is much more complicated, compared to the algorithm used in this paper to compute the two-cofactor symmetries.
Example 5. Figure 7 is the upper part of the BDD for function f(X) with a symmetric variable set {x, y, z}. Variable pairs {x, y}, {x, z}, and {y, z} all have classical symmetry T 1 . It is obvious that {x, y, z} is a 3-to-2 support-reducing bound set. However, each variable pair {x, y}, {x, z}, and {y, z} is not 2-to-1 support-reducing.
Example 5 shows that in a 3-to-2 support-reducing bound set, it is possible that any two variables do not have double symmetries and therefore are not support-reducing. However there are multiple symmetries among different variable pairs. As a result, the whole set is support-reducing. This set is potentially 3-to-2 support-reducing. The four-and five-variable bound sets are formed by iteratively adding another variable from the support of the function to the existing set.
Heuristic 2 does not guarantee that all the returned bound sets are support-reducing because there are cases when the existence of symmetries in two variable pairs does not result in a support-reducing bound set, as established in the following example.
Example 6. In Figure 8 , variables x and y have symmetry T 3 ; variables y and z have symmetry T 5 (the BDD is not reduced to make the existence of these symmetries more obvious). However, the bound set composed of x, y and z has five unique cofactors and is, therefore, not support-reducing The two heuristics, although simple, are quite powerful in finding the majority of support-reducing bound sets. The runtime is on average 40x faster, compared with the exhaustive method, because symmetry computation based on the algorithm in [16] is very fast.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The program was written in C using the CUDD package [17] and the EXTRA library of DD procedures [18] . We compare our results with the exhaustive bound set computation method [1] , which is also included in the EXTRA library. The programs were run on a 750MHz Pentium III PC running Red Hat Linux 7.3.
The experiments were conducted on a set of MCNC and ITC'99 benchmarks. We perform partial collapsing of these circuits using the eliminate command in MVSIS. Each created node had no more than 20 fanins. This was done because:
1) It is useful to compare the exhaustive and the heuristic methods on functions whose support size does not exceed a given value. The results of the comparison will also be valid for larger functions because the gain of the heuristic method over the exhaustive one increases with the support size. 2) Functions with 10 to 15 inputs are typically used in re-synthesis because when the functions have more than 15 inputs, the decomposition is too slow, and when the functions are smaller than 10, re-synthesis is too local to be efficient. In our experiments, we used the Boolean functions of logic nodes derived by selective collapsing of several multi-level benchmarks, so that the results are representative of a wide variety of circuits.
The MCNC benchmark term1 is an extreme example demonstrating the variation in the effectiveness of the method. Table 4 gives the detailed results computed for this circuit. Five collapsed nodes were selected with input sizes from 10 to 14. Results for three-, four-, and five-variable bound sets are reported separately.
The following notation is used in Table 4 . Column "T" shows the total number of support-reducing bound sets of a given size. Column "F" represents all the candidate bound sets found by the two heuristics. Column "G" is the number of "good" bound sets, that is, true support-reducing bound sets among the candidates. Column "G/T" shows the ratio of "good" bound sets to the total number of support-reducing bound sets, while column "G/F" shows the ratio of good bound sets to the total number of candidates.
For node 4 in Table 4 , the heuristics work very well in detecting all the support-reducing bound sets. However, for node 2, only 27% of the three-variable support-reducing bound sets are detected. Two reasons contribute to this low detection rate: 1) there are fewer two-cofactor symmetries in this node; 2) Most of the candidates found by Heuristic 2 turned out not to be support-reducing. On average for benchmark term1, the proposed heuristics detect over 80% of all support-reducing bound sets; and out of all the candidates detected by the heuristics, around 80% of them are truly support-reducing. Benchmark term1 is an extreme case because most other benchmarks don't exhibit noticeable variation in the effectiveness of the heuristics applied to the collapsed nodes.
The heuristic method is on average 37x faster than the exhaustive method presented in [1] for term1. Column "E Time" represents the time it takes for the exhaustive method to detect all the bound sets. Column "H Time" is the runtime of the proposed heuristic method. The runtimes are in seconds; they contain only bound set detection time. The time it takes to read the benchmark file, construct the BDDs, and perform synthesis is not included. The reported numbers for both cases are the results of running the programs 100 times in order to get reliable measurements. "Gain" is the ratio between the two numbers, representing the performance gain of the proposed method. Table 5 gives the detailed result for a larger circuit, b14_opt_C, a subset of the Vipor processor from the ITC '99 benchmark set. In this case, the chosen nodes were selected to be of larger size: 15 to 20 inputs, in which case the heuristic method shows greater performance gain than that for term1. Table 6 is the average results on a few MCNC and ITC benchmarks. Five nodes of each benchmark are used with input size ranging from 10 to 15. Column "G/F" and "G/T" represent the same ratios as in Tables 4 and 5 . Column "H1/G" is the ratio of the number of bound sets found by heuristic 1 to the total number of bound sets found by both heuristics.
As shown in Table 6 , about 75% of the support-reducing bound sets are detected using Heuristic 1. This is good because all bound sets detected using Heuristic 1 are true support-reducing. We can also see that the percentage of support-reducing bound sets detected is inversely proportional to the performance gain. dalu has the worst "G/F" and "G/T" ratios among these benchmarks, but it has the highest performance gain of 147. On the other hand, the heuristics can detect all the support-reducing bound sets for k2, but the performance gain is only 18. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between the number of support-reducing bound sets detected vs. the performance improvement over the exhaustive method. Even though other heuristics based on symmetries can be employed to further improve the "G/F" and "G/T" ratios, we believe that achieving over 80% on G/F and G/T ratios and 40x performance gain is a good middle ground.
CONCLUSIONS
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